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Keyboard for visually impaired people.

Description 

 

To a certain extent freshly printed - or better BOLD LASERT we designed a 
keyboard for visually impaired people with the aim to make operating the keyboard 
more easily and also to preserve the eyes. 

Special features:

The letters have a height of approx. 9 mm instead of the otherwise usual 4-5 mm. 
By their fat writing and the selection of a suitable Zeichensatztes the individual 
fields additionally substantially clearer than with appear a standard keyboard. 

Also the arrows for Cursor-Functions, Shift-layer etc. are larger and printed in bold 
letters.

Surely one could imagine still larger keys, this however would require another 
keyboard mechanics. Thus we did limited us to present a modified standard 
keyboard, in order to keep the initial costs small. 

Special characters on the Shift-layer are held consciously small. Here a 
compromise between appearance, clarity and functionality was selected. 

The inscription is lasered in order to have permanent legends and also to have a 
supperb resistance to abbression. The contrast of the dark-gray inscription to the 
beige background is relaxing for the eyes. 

Functionality

On the part of functionality there is no difference to a standard keyboard. All 
characters of a standard keyboard (German layout, others on request) are 
transmitted to the PC, even if the @ - Symbol or the Euro is not visible. 

Note: The keys do NOT have a relief as with a Braille.

Ranges of application

Primarily this keyboard is meant for sehbehinderte humans, who are often already 
impossible the
operation of a standard keyboard. Older humans and infants profit however 
likewise from the special
organization of this new keyboard. 

Sometimes also unfavorable lighting conditions cannot be gone around. In such 
cases this keyboard is ideally applicable here. 

Special wishes?

You would like a similar keyboard, however with a modified layout (e.g. French). 
Please fell free to contact us!
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Specification Mechanical data

Color:

Dimensions: 474 x 174 x 33 mm

Weight: 0,750 kg

Housing: Plastic

Cable Length: 150 cm

Keys

Key Technology: conductiv rubber

Number of Keys: 105

Keyboard Layout: German or Belgia

Stroke Force: 0,58 ± 0,2 N

Stroke Travel: 4,0 ± 0,3 mm

Key Legend: Laser

Electric Data

Interface: PS/2

Operating Voltage: 5,0 ± 0,5 V

Operating Current: 200 mA

Environment

Operating Temperature: from -20 °C to +65 °C

Humidity: 90% +/-2% 24 Std. at 40°C+/-2°C

Additional Information

Order No. Article

  

KB1050 G83-6236-LRPDE housing anthrazit, keys anthrazit 

  

KB1048 KSC-105-PS2-GER Große 
Zeichen

Large Letters 
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Accessories

Order No. Article

ZS1148 Skin-Cherry G83-6105 Serie 
Win95-Europa 

 

key skin Win95, deutsch 
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